
UseMe — Innovation by vocation. Winner of the most prestigious 
international prizes, the Good Design Award and the Red Dot Design 
Award, UseMe is a system of multi-functional tables with a unique and 
cutting-edge design. Minimalist and understated lines shape a strategic 
small furniture item for the optimisation of space and comfort when using 
contemporary devices. The top, with possible slant of 30°, has a support 
system which ensures optimal visualisation of the screen in an ergonomic 
position.
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100% VERSATILE SELF-ADJUSTING MECHANICS APPLICATIONS

UseMe is a system of versatile tables 
by Sitland with a minimalist design but 
produced with high-tech materials. 

Use Me table merges design and all-
purpose use: perfect for hotel and lounge 
areas; suitable in restaurants and cafeteria; 
perfect at home, in the offices and training 
rooms. In the version with “pad system”, 
inclining the top of UseMe, an elegant 
and discrete support system comes out 
automatically permitting the use of tablets, 
smartphones, books, writing pads.

The inclination of 30° of the table allows a 
better vision and a more comfortable and 
correct working position. The top of Use Me 
may be closed in the vertical position and 
then stocked: 10 tables in 1.50 m depth. 

Use Me is available with or without castors 
and it comes in many different colours and 
finishes.

Office: UseMe is a comfortable support to 
complement the desk but also a location of 
informal employment.

Training: useful in training classrooms 
where space is limited and requiring 
flexibility.

Hotel: in the lobby of the hotels, as a 
support surface during waiting periods or 
in the rooms as a workstation.

Airport: in the lounge areas of airports to 
use your tablet or PC before a flight.

Cafeteria: as a side table for a quick break.

Home: at home as a service table in the 
kitchen or in the children’s rooms but also 
in the living room to read a magazine or 
work comfortably in a sofa.
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Models and dimensions
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USEME STANDARD ON FEET - RECTANGULAR TOP - SHAFT H 462 MM - TOTAL HEIGHT 740 MM

USEME STANDARD ON FEET - ROUND TOP - SHAFT H 462 MM - TOTAL HEIGHT 740 MM

USEME STANDARD ON CASTORS - ROUND TOP - SHAFT H 390 MM - TOTAL HEIGHT 740 MM

USEME STANDARD ON CASTORS - RECTANGULAR TOP - SHAFT H 390 MM - TOTAL HEIGHT 740 MM
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USEME STANDARD ON CASTORS - RECTANGULAR TOP - SHAFT H 462 MM - TOTAL HEIGHT 842 MM

USEME STANDARD ON CASTORS - ROUND TOP - SHAFT H 462 MM - TOTAL HEIGHT 842 MM

USEME ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT - ROUND TOP

USEME ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT - RECTANGULAR TOP
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Colours, materials, finishing

Height
adjustment

Support: steel shaft
with aluminium base

Top in HPL laminate, 
or Polaris laminate

Handle and ball 
joint in ABS

Rigid polyurethane 
body

Rigid polyurethane 
body

Top in birch plywood o 
lacquered MDF

Support: steel shaft
with aluminium base

Support: steel shaft
with aluminium base

Support: steel shaft
with aluminium base

Top in HPL laminate
or Polaris laminate

Handle and ball joint 
in ABS

Rigid polyurethane 
body

Rigid polyurethane 
body

Top in birch plywood or 
lacquered MDF

USEME STANDARD - FRONT USEME STANDARD - FRONT USEME STANDARD - BACK

USEME ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT - FRONT USEME ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT - FRONT USEME ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT - BACK
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N.B.: UseMe tops in HPL laminate can also be produced with customised colours not included in the current price list. For possible orders 
including customised top colours, Sitland reserves the right to assess feasibility and requests the colour code, reference colour range and 
quantity of units required.

Birch plywood

1611 maple-wood look HPL 
laminate

871 dark grey 
HPL laminate

475 light grey 
HPL laminate

421 black 
HPL laminate

Painted textured white

Black Polaris
laminate

411 white 
HPL laminate

COLOURS OF BODY, SUPPORT, 
HANDLE AND BALL JOINT

HPL OR POLARIS LAMINATE TOP

TOP IN PAINTED MDF / TOP IN PLYWOOD
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Kit of castors with brake: 2 swivel castors 
and 1 castor with brake, black, ø 60 mm

“Design” castors kit: swivel black castors, ø 
53 mm

Moebius by STARCK® castors kit: hollow 
black castors with chrome-finish support, 
ø 65 mm

Moebius by STARCK® castors kit: hollow 
black, ø 65 mm

Moebius by STARCK® castors kit: hollow 
white castors, ø 65 mm

Moebius by STARCK® castors kit: hollow 
orange with white support, ø 65 mm

Moebius by STARCK® castors kit: hollow 
lime green with white support, ø 65 mm

Moebius by STARCK® castors kit: hollow 
fuchsia with white support, ø 65 mm

Castors and feet

STANDARD CASTORS
ONLY FOR USEME STANDARD 

MOEBIUS BY STARCK® CASTORS
ONLY FOR USEME STANDARD 

UseMe height-adjustable can be supplied 

with a kit of anti-tilting feet to increase 

the stability of the table. 

ANTI-TILTING FEET
ONLY FOR USEME ADJUSTABLE IN HEIGHT 
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Pad System and horizontal stacking

PAD SYSTEM HORIZONTAL STACKING

30°90° 0°

1490

97
3

In the version with Pad System tilting the 
table top by 30° automatically activates 
a support system which allows you to use 
tablets, smartphones and any other object 
on the surface.

The 30° tilt of the table top ensures proper 
ergonomic posture while minimising 
reflection and allowing the user to assume 
a less hunched over position for more 
comfortable visual activity.

The UseMe table top can recline to three 
positions: 0°, 30° and 90°.

UseMe can be opened to 0° when necessary 
and easily folded to 90° to store it away in 
a limited amount of space: 10 tables in a 
depth of just 1.50 m.

UseMe can be opened to 0° when necessary 
and easily folded to 90° to store it away in 
a limited amount of space: 10 tables in a 
depth of just 1.50 m.
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PCON.PLANNER

It is be possible to configurate our model 
UseMe by using pCon.planner program for 
the design of 2D an 3D environment.

pCon.planner allows to design working 
solutions in a fast and intuitive way, 
creating “realistic” images with advanced 
features, with a considerable saving of time 
and resources.
It is easy to start using pCon.planner: after 
downloading the software in the proper 
page, it is possible to download pCon.
catalog, the practical online catalogue 
of products ready to be set up according 
to anyone’s need, and then include the 
products in the projects.

For more information on the use of pCon.
planner and the access to the products of 
the Sitland’s catalogues, please contact 
com@Sitland.com

WARRANTY

UseMe has 5 years warranty.
For any further detail, please contact  
Sitland’s customer service at 
service@Sitland.com

MORE INFORMATION

Sitland spa reserves the right to make 
modifications and improvements of 
a technical or aesthetic nature to the 
products at any time without notice.

Photos and colours shown are used for 
reference only and may look different in 
reality.

Please refer to the Price list in force and to 
the General sale conditions for the colours 
and the combinations available for every 
single product.

For any further information, please 
contact our Customer Service at 
service@Sitland.com



Sitland spa
via Cà Silvestre 52 
36024 Nanto, Vicenza - I
t +39 0444 637 100
f +39 0444 638 407
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